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Sol wireless control panel

The new wireless intrusion control panel by Inim is Sol. Getting the Sol up and running is incredibly quick and
easy thanks to a simplified installation procedure.

 

Integrated QuickGO technology: the InimTech Security App allows quick programming of wireless devices and
allows you to get small installations running in record time. The Sol is also connected to the Inim Cloud and
offers installers and users full information and easy commands which can be activated by a single touch. It is
sufficient to install just one LAN, WiFi or GSM module in order to have access to the full potential of the Inim
Cloud - users and installers will see instantly the completeness and ease of use of information and commands
accessed through the App and the web pages of Cloud.

 

Contact:

Inim Electronics S.r.l.

Ms. Baldovino Ruggieri

Via dei Lavoratori 10

63076 Monteprandone (AP)

Italy

Fon: 390735705007

Fax: 390735704912

E-Mail: info@inim.biz
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Eco HD analogue monitor

The company presents an Eco HD analogue monitor.

 

? FULL HD Resolution

? Narrow Bezel Design

? 5MP TVI, 5MP AHD, 4MP CVI Support

? 1xHDMI, 2x BNC IN, 2x BNC OUT,

? TVI/CVI/AHD/CVBS auto recognize

? 24x7 design

? CE, FCC, Rohs, ETL

 

Contact:

Shenzhen Disida Electron Co., LTD

Mr. Bruce Jia

Seat 5, Zone 2 Fuqiao Industrial Park, Fuyong Town, Baoan District,

518101 Shenzhen,

Peoples Rep. of China

Fon: +8675527516919

Fax: +8675527516919

E-Mail: sale1@disida-lcd.com
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Ultra keyfob

Ultra keyfob is crowned with a metal part which gives a great volume in your hand and conveys a sense of
refinement from its matte texture. This keyfob also features its extra robust housing for greater durability.

 

Customize print for your company identify or branding purpose and an array of seven colors available, making
your keyfob an appealing accessory to show your taste and style.

 

Contact:

SAG – Securitag Assembly Group Co., Ltd.

Mr. Chen Stanley

No. 1, Gongye 9th Road, Dali District

41280 Taichung

Taiwan

Fon: +886 424925298 #1116

E-Mail: info@sag.com.tw
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VdS certified sealed lead acid batteries / Genesis NP series

EnerSys sealed and maintenance free lead acid batteries provide the highest reliability for all VdS relevant
applications.

 

Contact:

accu-profi Solution GmbH & Co. KG

Herr Ralf Lehnen

An der Loher Mühle 25

32545 Bad Oeynhausen

Germany

Fon: +4957318665550

Fax: +491757076086

E-Mail: ralf.lehnen@accu-profi.de
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ACTpro & ACT365 access control solutions: Leaders in cloud and on-premise access control systems

ACT access control solutions are role-based, scalable and available as either on-premise and cloud-based
systems, supporting all vertical requirements. Incorporating advanced feature sets such as video and intrusion
integration will aim to help protect people, property and assets.

 

Bluetooth low energy readers are a secure and flexible identification solution bringing the access credential to
Android™ and iOS® smartphones. A simple credential license model offers users long-term cost savings
without annual subscriptions or hidden costs.

 

SPC integration

ACTpro software interfaces with Vanderbilt’s SPC intrusion system and allows real time system status to be
viewed via its graphical user interface.

Using a simple drag and drop method, icons can be located on a map allowing the security operator to view
real time alerts and take appropriate action to cancel and acknowledged alarms. This enhanced cause and
effect integration allows for customizable outcomes such as locking doors automatically in an alarm event.

 

ACT365 is Vanderbilt’s award-winning, cloud-based access control and video management solution

ACT365 holds many advantages for installers and end-users alike. Integration: By combining access control
and video management into one unified interface, business owners can obtain more visibility and control of
their premises. For example, when incidents occur at a door (as they often do), operators can simply click on
the access control event to locate and review the recorded footage. Additionally, with alarm panel integration,
ACT365 allows authorized cardholders to arm and disarm the system, either with a credential or from the web
portal.

 

Contact:

ACRE International

Herr Zuber Ulrich

Am Sandfeld 9

76149 Karlsruhe

Germany

Fon: +497219588081

E-Mail: ulrichzuber@acre-int.com
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Peridect+

PERIDECT+ detects an intruder directly on the boundary of the protected area and gains sufficient time for the
security operator for an effective reaction. It brings lower risk and higher prevention of larger damage than
intrusion detection inside the protected site. Peridect+ can be installed on all common types of fencing but also
on non-standard fencing like metal plates and welded decorative fences.

 

Contact:

Sieza s.r.o.

Mr. Daniel Ngo

Bustehradska 109

272 03 Kladno

Czech Republic

Fon: +420778701382

E-Mail: daniel.ngo@sieza.com
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AMG launch New 19” retractable rack and AMG570 Compact

For the 2034, its short depth and heavy duty slide-out mechanism ensures an easy-to-install solution for AMG
and third-party DIN rail equipment in 19-inch racks and cabinets.

 

The 2034 features a locking line cord to prevent accidental disconnection. Each rack chassis features
removable screw terminal connections for up to ten devices depending on product width and occupies only 4U
of rack space offering a simple and elegant rack mount solution for space-restricted installations.

 

The new rack can be ordered without any power supply as a pure mounting system fully integrated single or
dual redundant mains or DC input power supplies with both twelve volt DC and 56 volt DC outputs, available to
support power over ethernet and non-power over Ethernet equipment.

 

It is designed and manufactured in the United Kingdom.

 

AMG570 Compact, one of the smallest fully managed L2+ switches

As for the AMG570 Compact, is one of the smallest switches in the market but still carries many of the same
features as the larger eleven port model all within a small package. These thermally efficient units can be DIN
rail or wall mounted making installation or maintenance quick and easy.

 

The switch has four Gigabit Ethernet RJ45 ports along with an additional two multi-rate SFP ports that can
support 100 Megabit, one Gigabit and 2.5 Gigabit Ethernet switching for high-speed data uplinks for core or
distribution network applications, allowing site wide flexibility in compact spaces.

 

Featuring the latest ERPS (G8032) and MRP Ring Protection, the Compact also offers complete peace of
mind for critical network infrastructure projects. Being designed and manufactured in the UK, AMG maintains
full control over the security and reliability of the product. 

 

AMG provide free-of-charge, comprehensive technical support from qualified network engineers.

 

Contact:

AMG Systems Ltd

Mr. Steve Songhurst

3 The Omega Centre, stratton Busine



SG18 8QB Biggleswade

Great Britain

Fon: +441767600777

E-Mail: steve.songhurst@amgsystems.com
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Stripping tool No.1-Cat

The No.1-Cat is designed for stripping PVC-insulated data and network cables with diameters from 4.5 to ten
millimetre (3/16" to 3/8" diameter). It is suitable for Cat5, Cat6, Cat6e, Cat7 and twisted-pair-cables.

 

The stripping tool has an unique blade layout which lifts the outer insulation carefully and strips the foil
shielding. 
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Sol wireless control panel

The new wireless intrusion control panel by Inim is Sol. Getting the Sol up and running is incredibly quick and
easy thanks to a simplified installation procedure.

 

Integrated QuickGO technology: the InimTech Security App allows quick programming of wireless devices and
allows you to get small installations running in record time. The Sol is also connected to the Inim Cloud and
offers installers and users full information and easy commands which can be activated by a single touch. It is
sufficient to install just one LAN, WiFi or GSM module in order to have access to the full potential of the Inim
Cloud - users and installers will see instantly the completeness and ease of use of information and commands
accessed through the App and the web pages of Cloud.

 

Contact:

Inim Electronics S.r.l.

Ms. Baldovino Ruggieri

Via dei Lavoratori 10

63076 Monteprandone (AP)

Italy

Fon: 390735705007

Fax: 390735704912

E-Mail: info@inim.biz
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Eco HD analogue monitor

The company presents an Eco HD analogue monitor.

 

? FULL HD Resolution

? Narrow Bezel Design

? 5MP TVI, 5MP AHD, 4MP CVI Support

? 1xHDMI, 2x BNC IN, 2x BNC OUT,

? TVI/CVI/AHD/CVBS auto recognize

? 24x7 design

? CE, FCC, Rohs, ETL

 

Contact:

Shenzhen Disida Electron Co., LTD

Mr. Bruce Jia

Seat 5, Zone 2 Fuqiao Industrial Park, Fuyong Town, Baoan District,

518101 Shenzhen,

Peoples Rep. of China

Fon: +8675527516919

Fax: +8675527516919

E-Mail: sale1@disida-lcd.com
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Peridect+

PERIDECT+ detects an intruder directly on the boundary of the protected area and gains sufficient time for the
security operator for an effective reaction. It brings lower risk and higher prevention of larger damage than
intrusion detection inside the protected site. Peridect+ can be installed on all common types of fencing but also
on non-standard fencing like metal plates and welded decorative fences.

 

Contact:

Sieza s.r.o.

Mr. Daniel Ngo

Bustehradska 109

272 03 Kladno

Czech Republic

Fon: +420778701382

E-Mail: daniel.ngo@sieza.com
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SPC Intruder Detection

SPC protects businesses, properties, and assets. It is an intrusion detection system that offers versatile and
comprehensive alarm management functionality. Through the use of cloud services, end-user apps and a
dedicated software suite, SPC is at the forefront of modern intrusion detection.

SPC is a professional security solution that provides an infrastructure that can easily be adapted to changing
requirements, offering wired or wireless options.

 

l Range of panels to suit customers needs and budget

l Intuitive web interface layout reducing navigation effort

l Scalable up to 2,500 users, 512 zones

l Built in door control – up to 2,500 users and 64 doors

l One of the most approved panels in Europe 

SPC provides a simple and quick installation for small systems and also has the power and features to allow
you to deliver on complex installations.

 

Contact:

Vanderbilt International Ltd

Herr Andreas Straubinger

Am Sandfeld 9

 76149 Karlsruhe 

Germany

Fon: 49 721 9588138

E-Mail: samlord@vanderbiltindustries.com
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SPC Intruder Detection

SPC protects businesses, properties, and assets. It is an intrusion detection system that offers versatile and
comprehensive alarm management functionality. Through the use of cloud services, end-user apps and a
dedicated software suite, SPC is at the forefront of modern intrusion detection.

SPC is a professional security solution that provides an infrastructure that can easily be adapted to changing
requirements, offering wired or wireless options.

 

l Range of panels to suit customers needs and budget

l Intuitive web interface layout reducing navigation effort

l Scalable up to 2,500 users, 512 zones

l Built in door control – up to 2,500 users and 64 doors

l One of the most approved panels in Europe 

SPC provides a simple and quick installation for small systems and also has the power and features to allow
you to deliver on complex installations.

 

Contact:

Vanderbilt International Ltd

Herr Andreas Straubinger

Am Sandfeld 9

 76149 Karlsruhe 

Germany

Fon: 49 721 9588138

E-Mail: samlord@vanderbiltindustries.com
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Prison room windows - custom built security

In forensic psychiatric clinics and prisons, which are under monument protections, the use of window bars is
often not possible. In order to meet the requirements for burglar resistance, the aluminum windows made of
thermally insulated aluminum profiles are burglar resistant tested according to DIN V EN V 1627 in class WK
4. For the needs of the respective institution as well as according to the requirements of the federal state,
there are various prison room window designs.

 

Contact:

Thiem Modular Buildings GmbH

Herr Jürgen Thiem

Industriestraße 80

04435 Schkeuditz

Germany

Fon: +493420470880

E-Mail: info@mbthiem.com
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